Features
FRONT END USER FEATURES
Splash:
When we open our applications then it's open with a classic splash with the application logo.
It’s looking awesome with advanced color combination and Classic design with suitable logo design.

Log in and Sign up:


It’s easy to sign up with just a mobile number and then after entering your mobile number you
will get the OTP for mobile number verification.



Then the user goes to the next page automatically which asks for some basic information like
your Gender, Name, Email id, Address and a Picture. (These all things are Mandatory fields.)

 It simply only needs some basic information for
the user to create an account in this application.
 If users do not want to create a profile with a
mobile number so it can skip this page and go into the
application.
 Skip button is to help users examine the
application without the creating account.
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Dashboard:










There is a search button for easy finding of any type of category.
There are also features that show the best deals presently available so users can directly show
all deals which are useful for users.
If users don't want to search by category directly then users can directly choose by category.
You users look for beauty products so there are also features available so users can easily find
beauty products.

At the left side on the upper section a button available for all functions like Home, My
Appointments, Our products, My products inquiry, wallet, Contact us, About us, Refer a friend,
FAQs and Sing out.
At the right side on the upper section a button available cart.
In footer there are a total 5 functions available like Notification bar, Profile, Home, Booking
details and Setting.
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View and Edit Profile:

When a user wants to edit and view its own
profile so there are easy features on the home page.
 In just one click users can view its profile. So we
are providing a button on the home page.

Then users can make easy changes in profile.
During viewing profile Users can make changes in
name, address and profile photo.

Basic Details of Applications:


Home: There are also home buttons available for
going directly on Dashboard.
 My Appointments: Users can see all
details
about
appointments.
In
my
appointments there are two functions
available like Ongoing and History. In ongoing
features users can see all ongoing
appointments on that. And if users want to
check previous appointments from the past so
there are also history features available for
users.

 My Product Inquiry: All products are
available for users If any users want to buy so
users can inquire by easily from here.
 Our Products: If users want to buy any
products related saloon so we are also
providing that feature when users can easily
buy any products as per requirements.
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App Wallet: In this feature users can see all recent transactions with dates at when users
purchased products or anything else. And details about the total remaining amount in the
wallet. Users can also add the amount in the wallet from their bank account and also withdrawal
from there.



Contact Us: A contact page is a common web page on an application for visitors to contact the
organization or individual providing the services. There are also available contact us pages for
users so users can easily connect with organization. If users have any questions/ queries so users
can make contact with organization.



About Us: There are also a page availability for about company profile, terms & conditions,
company's details. So users can easily know about to company and their profile. The about us
page is commonly used by all types of businesses to give customers more insight into who is
involved with a given business and exactly what it does. The about us page is often a reflection
of the purpose and personality of the business.



Refer a Friend: If users want to share about application so there are also function available for
easy sharing. The refer a friend function is useful for easy application sharing with friends or
everybody from our contact lists.



FAQs: An FAQ is a list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) and answers on a particular topic
(also known as Questions and Answers [Q&A] or Frequently Asked Questions). It is make to
easy for users to found answers of mostly asked question about application.



Sign Out: If users want to leave and remove profile form application so there are sign out
options available so users can easily remove profile. Sign out button. Pressing a sign out
button will sign out the currently signed in user. When no user is signed in, pressing
this button has no effect. Sign out informs the application that the current user wishes to end
the login session.
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Setting:


Invite Friends: “App Invite” feature allows app users to invite their friends to download the
application. It's very easy way to invite your friends for download the application.



Privacy: A privacy policy is a statement or a legal document (in privacy law) that discloses some
or all of the ways a party gathers, uses, discloses, and manages a customer or client's data.
Their privacy laws apply not only to government operations but also to private enterprises and
commercial transactions



Version: This function showing about application version in which users can show which version
of application users using at this time.

Payment Methods:


In Payment Methods we provide many more options for users so it makes it easy for all users
and organizations. There are options available for uses to do various types of payments methods
like Credit card, Debit card, Net Banking, QR Code, UPI, Wallets, and Cash on Delivery. (We can
integrate the Payment Gateway as per Clients requirements.)



It's too simple way to purchase or book any appointment just select your best choice and do
payment for your best choice.



Then just select your payment method and go for continue.



The way that a buyer chooses to compensate the seller of a good or service that is also
acceptable to the seller. Typical payment methods used in a modern business context include
credit or debit cards, money orders, bank transfers and online payment services such as
RELATED TERMS.
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Booking:
Here we go for knowing some basic details about Booking function's features :


In this function users can make easy appointments by user's choice. Users can choose some
basic things for booking like,
Services Type (At salon or Home services)
Date
Specialist
Time slot



Select Your Service Type: Users can select services as a dropdown there are showing Services at
salon and Home services. It depends on users because users can book appointments as per their
comfort.
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If a user selects the service at home so the user can directly chat with their selected
specialist Or staff. And make a perfect deal/booking via chatting.


Select Your Date: Users can select date as a dropdown and write manually. It depends on users
because users can book appointments as per their comfort.



Select Specialist: Users can also select specialists as per their choice so it's going to be easy to
make appointments and booking.



Available Time Slot: When users Select their date with the specialist whom they want to
appoint then they are showing available slots according to time.

Then there are showing the time in which the specialist is available on a selected date.

Cart:


Cart allows visitors to an Internet site to select items for eventual purchase. The software allows
online shopping customers to accumulate a list of items for purchase.
 A cart page is an essential part of an
application. It is the page where users can
pile up what they want to buy from the
website and then simply checkout by paying
online. To comprehend what a cart page
does, think of it as a normal shopping cart in
a store.
 A shopping cart on an online retailer's
site is a piece of software that facilitates the
purchase of a product or service. It accepts
the customer's payment and organizes the
distribution of that information to the
merchant, payment processor and other
parties.
 In The Cart Function Users can show
all rating of product and about basic details of
products. And make to add in cart lists easily.
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ADMIN FEATURES LIST

Log in:



In Application security, logging in (or logging on, signing in, or signing on) is the process by
which an individual gains access to a Application by identifying and authenticating themselves.
The user credentials are typically some form of "username" and a matching "password”. And
these credentials themselves are sometimes referred to as a login.

Admin Profile:


Admin can manage all things as per choice as we can see above picture there are available all
functions like Dashboard, Account request, Customers, Category, Products, Offers, Services,
Staff, Earning, Report, Salon timing, Withdrawal Requests, Staff Appointments History, Holidays,
CMS and Sing out.
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Dashboard:








In Dashboard, Admin can see easily numbers of users who did register in the front end. And also
check numbers of employees on the Dashboard page.
There are function availability of add staff at dashboard due to this function admin can add staff
easily as per choices.
Then after there are showing all details of users who register appointments for any services like
hair cut, spa etc. The all details are shown in sequence of user name, services, date and time.
So admin can easily manage users and staff as per availability of time.
Admin has all authority so he can easily accept or reject requests of users.
Admin can also show all users/members who are in waiting lists.
Admin can easily check all details for pending requests with the user's profile photo, name,
services, date and time.

Account Request:




In this function admin can see all details about a member's status. In which the admin was also
authorized to accept or reject requests of users.
There are also available search bars so admin can easily search by from the search bar.
It's a very easy task for an admin to manage these advanced features.
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Customers:










The customers function is used to show
a list of customers who registered or
took appointments from the front end
side.
In this if the admin wants to search
members directly so he can do it easily
with use of search bar which is
available at top end of page.
They are also able to check basic details
about customers like mobile number
and location.
Admin also can view profile of
customers. And admin/organization is
also able to check basic info like Name,
Mobile number, Mail id, Address.
And also be able to check the
transactions of customers and which
services were taken by customers.

Category:


In the category list there are two functions available as
1) Categories lists
2) Add Category



Admin can directly search any categories in the search bar which is available at the top end of
page.
If an admin wants to delete any old categories which are not available at present then it is a very
easy task for admin to delete and manage categories.
Admin also is able to edit details in categories.
Admin also is able to add new categories in just a few steps and some basic details like Category
name and category image.
So the Category function is working like as above we are explaining and look like the above
images which are attached.
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Products:


In the Product list there are two functions available as
1) Product lists
2) Add Product



Admin can see all product lists and also can edits as per choices.



Admin can add all products as availability of products. Admin can manage all things about
products information like Product name, Price, Quantity, description and photo of product.
Admin can see all product lists and also can edit as per choices.
Admin also can be able to directly search any product through the search bar with name.
Admin also has able to edit details in product lists.
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Offers:


In the offers feature there are two functions available as
1) Offers
2) Add offer




As we can see in the above two pictures, offers list there are admin can easily view all offers.
Admin can directly search any offer in the search bar which is available at the top end of the
page.
If an admin wants to delete any old offers which are not available at present then it is a very
easy task for admin to delete and manage offers.
Admin also has able to edit details in offers.
Admin also has the ability to add new offers in just a few steps and some basic details like
Category name, amount and category image.
So the offer function is working like above. We are explaining and looking at the attached
images.
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Services:


In the Services feature there are two functions available as
1) Services
2) Add service



Admin can directly search any services in the search bar which are available at the top end of
the page.
If an admin wants to delete any old services which are not available at present then it is a very
easy task for admin to delete and manage services.
Admin also has able to edit details in services
Admin also has the ability to add new services in just a few steps and some basic details like
Category name, Service name, Service Duration, Price, Status, Gender and Service Image.
So the service function is working like above. We are explaining and looking at the attached
image.
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Staff:






Admin can easily add staff members with some basic info like Member name, Mobile number,
Email id, Password, Confirm Password, Address, Category, Services, Services type(at salon and At
Home Service) , Role, Specialist of their work and Photo.
Admin also can edit any details of staff members according to the situation.
Admin also can check all lists of staff members with all details that filled up register time.
And there are also available costs of total individual earning by staff members.

(Staff Layout)


Admin also is able to edit details in the staff list.



Admin also has the ability to add new staff in just a few steps and some basic details like
Member name, Mobile number, Email id, Password, Confirm Password, Address, Category,
Services, Services type(at salon and At Home Service) , Role, Specialist of their work and Photo.



So the staff function is working like above. We are explaining and look like the above image
which is attached.
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Earning:





In the earning function an admin can check how much earned money from today.
Admin also can be able to see the earnings of each staff member from here.
Admin also can be able to check payment history.
Admin also able to see numbers of services and users.

Report:



Admin can easily search reports with some basic details like Employee, Service, Date and Status.
Admin also can be able to download data in form of excel sheet and PDF.



As we can see above images as exactly report functions look like and also work as we are
explaining.
The download data is most useful for advanced technology and requirements.
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Salon Timing:


Admin can add easily available time for users
of salon/store/staff.



we can see the table of salon timing where
admin can easily set the time with day.



Admin can add time based on start and end
time of appointments of salon/store/staff.



There are simply uses of this function by
selected date/time and day as per availability
of staff and services.



So here admin can set time and day for users
so users can not face any difficulty for any
information of salon’s closed or opened. Or
staff available or not as at a particular time.

Staff Appointment History:


In the staff appointment history admin can see the all history of the booking and appointments.



There are also date filters available for admin so he can search the data by date filter.
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Holidays:



The admin can add the holidays from here so users get the information about the holidays and
are aware of booking and appointments on those days.
There are also showing the all holidays history on the holidays button so admin gets the list of
holidays easily.

Withdrawal Requests:



In withdrawal requests Admin can see the all users lists who sent the request for withdrawal or
cancel the appointments/bookings.
Admin has access to reject and accept the users withdrawal requests.
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CMS:


In the CMS admin can manage the all page related to the salon
Report misuse
FAQs
Contact Us
About Us
Terms and Conditions
Privacy Policy



Admin can also add the new CMS pages as per his requirements.

(CMS Layout)
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Contact us:





A contact page is a common web page on an application for visitors to contact the organization
or individual providing the software.
There are also available contacts us page for users so users can easily connect with
organization. If users have any questions/ queries so users can make to contact with
organization.
The organization can easily add address/contact details for users.

About us:





There are also page availability for about company profile, terms & conditions, company's
details.
So users can easily know about to company and their profile. The about us page is commonly
used by all types of businesses to give customers more insight into who is involved with a given
business and exactly what it does.
The about us page is often a reflection of the purpose and personality of the business. So
organization can easily add details.

FAQs:




An FAQ is a list of frequently asked questions (FAQs) and answers on a particular topic (also
known as Questions and Answers [Q&A] or frequently Asked Questions).
It is making to easy for users to found answers of mostly asked question about application.
It’s too easy task for admin to add FAQs from back end.

Sign Out:




If users want to leave and remove profile form application so there are sign out options
available so users can easily remove profile.
Sign out button, pressing a sign out button will sign out the currently signed in user.
When no user is signed in, pressing this button has no effect. Sign out informs the
application that the current user wishes to end the login session.
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Setting:



In the setting, as we can see there are some basic details which are required to know for users.
Here admin can manage some front end things like,

Salon name
Alert Email
About us
Address
Contact number
Contact Email
Website
Currency
Booking Cancel Deduct %
Wallet Withdrawal Deduct%
Max limit For Wallet Amount
Service Type (At Salon, At Home, Both).



There are also showing the application version.
It’s easily editable as per admin /organization wants edits in some details.
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STAFF PANEL FEATURES LISTS
Staff:

















Staffs can also log in as per admin so they can get their own staff panel with limited access.
Staff can manage their own profiles and also view and edit details like,
Profile picture
Name
Mobile
Email I’d
Address
While viewing their profile staff also can see the total earnings.
Staff has the access of
Notification
My Earning
Home
Booking
Setting
View and Edit Profile
In the setting function staff only checks the Application version and also log out from the staff
panel.
There are booking features available for staff where staff can accept or reject the service
request from the Users.
If the user sent the booking/appointments for Cash on delivery so there are showing the label
name of “COD Paid”.
Staff can see the user's name, profile pictures, services which requirements by user and Date.
In the earning function staff can check how much earned money from today.
Staff also is able to see the earnings from each user.
Staff also can be able to check payment history.
Staff is also able to see numbers of services and users.
In the Notification bar staff can get the notification of all updates.
In the staff dashboard Staff can see the recent services Request and manage then all requests
from the staff dashboard.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
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